GrandRounds

As of April 18, 2008

GatorLink ID     Name (unit)

+++++++ Gainesville

bمامay Brenda Mamay (52010000 DC-DOCE DEANS OFFICE)
emaclean07 Elicia MacLean (52010100 DC-ADMINISTRATIVE OPS)
gatormom Butterfield, Patricia D (29010900 MD-CME)
grubela Gruber, Laura A (SHANDS)
jbc4 Crawford, Joyce B (52010000 DC-DOCE DEANS OFFICE)
kmmitche Chircop, Kimberly M (29010900 MD-CME)
murphey Murphey, Kathryn (Kathy) A (52010000 DC-DOCE DEANS OFFICE)
soccerkc Wittek, Casey L (52010000 DC-DOCE DEANS OFFICE)

+++++++ Jacksonville

bajones Jones, Barbara A (52010000 DC-DOCE DEANS OFFICE, JAX)
becox Cox, Barbara (Bobbi) E (52010000 DC-DOCE DEANS OFFICE, JAX)
kairuss Woods, Kai W (52010000 DC-DOCE DEANS OFFICE, JAX)

+++++++ IT Center

darring Daniel Arrington (ITCIM - support)
lcuda Lynne Cuda (ITCIM - support)
cjparks Chuck Parks (ITCSA - support)
cegriff Chris Griffith (ITCIM OPS Consultant - support)

========== end of GrandRounds authorized users list =========